Adventure #1
NEVERWINTER
This is a continuation of the Lost Mine of Phandelver on a new campaign arc,
based on what occurred before and heading new directions. Technically it is
Session #19 as far as continuity. For the time being we’re not following a
premade module and the adventure is pulling from the past three editions of
D&D in terms of content.
The PCs are now 6th level. The setting is 3rd edition Forgotten Realms.

LAST SESSION…

T

he PCs successfully cleared out the No-Longer-Lost Mine of Phandlever
for Sildar Hallwinter of the Lord’s Alliance and Gundren Rockseeker,
dwarf miner and prospector. A regiment of Neverwinter Knights was left
in the caverns to hold it until miners from Phandalin could arrive and begin
working again, delving into the rich veins of ore that still exist in the caves.
This was part of Sildar’s plan all along, to bring commerce and trade back to
the region and hopefully an influx of new citizens to live in the wilderland.
The heroes Elgweth, Carp, Cora and Thorin were instrumental in these plans,
saving the life of Sildar several times, and risking themselves to rescue
Gundren from certain death at the hands of the Black Spider.
Regarding the Black Spider, Elgweth the
elf rogue/mage is still under the Curse of
Keraptis which they learned that the Black
Spider also suffered from, after Elgweth
accidently read entries from a journalspellbook containing eldritch words with a
really bad mojo.
There is an evil presence attached to the
elf now, and from what little Elgweth
understands about the curse, even though
he has been given a high-powered magic
missile spell, he will eventually be
possessed and subsumed by some entity
and lose himself to an unknown, but
surely unpleasant fate.

Hopefully the large, metropolitan city of Neverwinter will have someone with
knowledge of curses and how to remove them.

Their two day journey from Phandalin to Neverwinter with Sildar offers plenty
of time to ask him questions, and each person has their own reasons for
reaching the city.
Elgweth the elf rogue/mage obviously wants to find a cure for the curse before
it destroys him.
Thorin the dwarf cleric is looking for evidence of his lineage and the Ale of the
Ages his brewmaster father was known to have crafted long ago in Neverwinter,
and to no small fame. As well as further investigating his religious heritage.

Cora the halfling monk once delved into the library in the House of Knowledge
seeking information regarding her mystical “brother” Carp, who she ultimately
found in Phandalin on a small sweetleaf farm. She doesn’t know Neverwinter
very well and that was a couple of years ago when she spent a week in the
library.

Carp the halfling druid/warlock has never been in the city itself, only to the
outlying farms and fields a few years ago while trading vegetables with his
family.

And Sildar Hallwinter, agent of the Lord’s Alliance, wants to make a formal
report back to the council about their progress at the Mine of Phandelver and
determine the next steps to take.
Elgweth asks him who a good contact person would be regarding the curse,
and he suggests a man named Amglor the Sage at the House of Knowledge, a
temple of sorts dedicated to Oghma. This incidentally is where Cora did her
research when looking for Carp, but she’s never met this Amglor personally.
They also ask why Neverwinter is CALLED Neverwinter, and they learn that it
is due mostly to the superheated river flowing through the city from the
volcanic bowels of Mt. Hotenow about twenty-five miles away. The warm water
keeps the bay continuously free of ice throughout the winter.

There are no encounters on the way from Phandalin to Neverwinter, and
although early Spring in the North is still frigid and nippy, there’s no snow or
ice to waylay their trip. They arrive at the gates of the city and enter a wide,
bustling town full of commerce and thousands and thousands and thousands
of people.
[DM Note – I gamed in the Realms a lot in 2nd and 3rd edition, but I don’t think
we ever actually went to Neverwinter, so this was all new to us].

Sildar Hallwinter leaves them upon arrival. He has
business to attend to, but would like to meet them for
dinner at sundown at The Board Laid Bare. Until
then, he encourages them to explore the city.
Thorin tentatively asks if the group can meet the
Lord’s Alliance, but Sildar says they’re not all even
within the walls of the city, it’s a combined delegation
of Waterdeep and Neverwinter officials. Thorin also
asks if they could become “honorary” members of the
Alliance, but Sildar says that kind of decision is far
beyond his rank and would have to be brought before
the entire council and voted on.

Still, the PCs want to meet the Lord’s Alliance at some point soon and get in
good relations with them. The heroes contributed directly to the capture of
Phandelver, and ideally they would like a cut of the profits once the mine starts
manufacturing again. This kind of financial wrangling will take a little time,
but it’s a definite possibility for ongoing passive income.

The City of Builders is certainly a fine sight. Exquisitely crafted and molded
and polished in every way, from the ornate bridges to the gilded trimmings to
the perfectly cobbled streets, it is an impressive place unlike any they’ve ever
seen, and an extremely easy place to get lost as well.

They’re eventually able to find the House of Knowledge on the south side of the
Winged Wyvern Bridge, and after a few minutes of waiting they are introduced
to the proprietor and sage they sought, an elderly human named Amglor.

Amglor is an amiable gentleman and scholar who seems genuinely pleased to
meet the newcomers. Elgweth wastes little time explaining the nature of the
Curse of Keraptis to Amglor, and the elderly sages furrows his brow in
contemplation and invites them inside to further discuss the problem.
“Fascinating, fascinating,” he says, lighting a pipe and settling into a wide, red
leather chair while offering the guests drinks and snacks. He wants to know
all about the curse, how it happened and how long and the symptoms, etc.
Elgweth has only had it for about a week, and he explains that it came from
reading a cursed journal that Amglor asks to see. He doesn’t touch it directly
but pulls it closer with the tip of a quill, peeking carefully under the cover.
“Intriguing,” he says. “Most intriguing.”
Amglor says that he needs to show the book to some compatriots, but then he
makes an unexpected offer:
“I wish to purchase this item. What is it worth to you?”

Well, Elgweth just wants the curse gone before he gets possessed by some dead
wizard’s spirit, but he’s not sure about actually giving up the book
permanently. Amglor explains the reason is twofold:

1) He and his friends who know more about such things will need to run
tests. The cure for the curse could very well lie within the book itself, and
maybe require such drastic measure as planar isolation or complete
destruction.
2) If not, and Amglor is hoping not, he is a collector of such rare and
strange esoteric items and would like to add it to his archives. Inside a
glass case where it can only be observed and not browsed. Or, you
know, just a very high shelf.

The group huddles and discusses and ultimately agree that they’ll let Amglor
take the book for now, but any sales are not finalized, even though he does
offer them 500 gold to purchase it, which is 500 more than they would have
had otherwise. The book, as far as they’re concerned, is just a slow deathtrap.

Amglor actually asks if they have more time, he would like to run some
preliminary tests immediately. They all agree and they follow him from the
cozy, wide lounge to a secret chamber that looks more like a wizard’s
summoning chamber.

The drapes are windows are closed and incense is lit and fat tallow candles
burn, and Elgweth is seated in the middle of a red pentagram while the cursed
book is placed in the center of a triangle of yellow chalk.

Elgweth fidgets, not sure what to expect, and has to wait patiently while
Amglor enters a meditative trance. The sage begins mumbling arcane words
under his breath, eyes closed, and this goes on for a long while, occasionally
striking a small gong and its sound reverberates through the room. Cora and
Carp and Thorin are here too but standing in a designated safe zone. Smoke
wafts everywhere and then the candles suddenly flicker and burn low and a
distinct chill fills the chamber.

Amglor hoarsely whispers,

“There is a dark presence attached to you. Mmmm. Yes. Hmmmm. It is
named….Kerapatis, yes. Yes. Yes. He sought to live forever, yes. Forever in
the minds of others. To copy himself into the minds of others with magic, yes.
Yes. The spells are cursed, yes. Each copy that is made is cursed, yes. Others
believe they ARE the true Kerapatis, but they are not.
They are false Kerapati, fully subsumed by the one who has passed on to the
other world, hmmmm. Yes. Yes and there is one named MOSSMUTTER who
penned the curse upon Elgweth the elf. Mossmutter, among others, who believe
they are the True Kerapatis, but they are wrong. All wrong. They are False
Kerapati, slaves to the hive mind. Hmmm. A hive mind into which you will be
collected, possessed and destroyed.
Through others Keraptis hoped to live for eternity.”

And then the spellcasters Carp and Thorin see it – a shadowy presence
standing over Elgweth, behind him, just a blur between dimensions, watching
silently but with horrible tension.

Amglor shakes awake from his trance, blinking, and the candles burn brighter
and the shadow fades and the oppressiveness in the air lifts.

“That is quite a problem you have, my friend. I will do what I can. Perhaps we
can work out some payment arrangements later concerning the book. Return
here tomorrow evening, I will converse with some peers and see if we can reach
a conclusion.”

Thorin and Cora decide to stay in the library at the House of Knowledge and do
some research. Thorin in particular is looking for information about his father
and the Ale of Ages and the deity Thor.
Elgweth just wants some goddamn fresh air and then a powerful tankard of ale
to get drunk. That’s not his usual habit, but he’s afraid that his life is as good
as forfeit at this point, like watching a carriage wreck coming at him in slow
motion – inevitable and fatal. He studies the twin “K” tattoos on his hands,
wondering when the curse will make him start throwing magic missiles at
innocent passerby’s…

Carp the halfling druid/warlock wants some armor that contains no metal, so
he and Elgweth wander into the busy streets to find a vendor and then a
tavern, neither of which is in short supply in Neverwinter.

On the way, they pass a group of children playing knucklebones. The kids
seemed excited and buzzing with fervor, so much so that one even challenges
Elgweth to a game as he passes by. The elf is sharp and picks up the rules
quickly enough, but the boy’s familiarity wins him the first round. Elgweth
cheats the second round and wins, and could have kept cheating indefinitely
with sleigh of hand and taken the few coppers and silvers these waifs
possessed, but he has enough mercy to let them go easy.

The duo leaves, but seconds later they hear loud STOMPING behind themslow, plodding deliberate footsteps- and the crowd opens to let a huge stone
giant pass through!

“May the blessings of
Braenor be with you, Poag!”
shouts a small, wrinkled
gnome in the crowd.
Poag the stone giant smiles
faintly and continues his
inexorable march toward
Castle Never.
The crowds fall back into
place, seemingly
unconcerned with the giant’s
presence. He must be a
regular sight within the
walls.
“Who was that?” Carp asks
the gnome.
“Ah, mighty Poag that is! A
kindly giant of a man. About
as dumb as a rock, but his
heart is in the right place.
He’s a bodyguard of sorts for
certain special someone’s in
the noble court.”

Carp eventually finds the shield and armor he’s searching for and upgrades
considerably. And this also instigates a greatly amusing interaction where
Elgweth and Carp try to pawn off the Cloaker wings and Umber Hulk claws
that were confiscated in the Lost Mine. Meanwhile, back at the House of
Knowledge, Thorin and Cora find all they need as well, and eventually everyone
meets back at sundown at the Board Laid Bare for dinner with Sildar
Hallwinter.

Sildar is already feasting and invites them to the table and says that he spoke
with some of the Lords and they DO want to meet the people responsible for
saving Sildar and securing the mining operation in Phandelver. It will take a
couple days for the council to meet again, but the PCs are tentatively on the
schedule.

Nothing else of import happens that evening, but they do ask Sildar if there is
anything else of note that the group can help the Lord’s Alliance with?
Sildar notes that the Alliance has an ongoing search for a lost dwarven city
known as Gauntlygrym. It was abandoned long ago and its location forgotten,
and almost no one has been able to find it since.

Except for ONE group of heroes about 10 years ago, and then spread the good
news in this very tavern! They came in bragging and carrying bags of gold and

Gauntlgrym

gems, telling everyone they’d found the lost city of
. They
went back a few days later to haul away more treasure, but after that they were
never seen again, and they told no one its location…

So the PCs spend the rest of the evening at the tavern and eventually make
their way to the Silver Serpent Inn, which is a well-known and classy
establishment, and Elgweth isn’t surprised to hear that is room is known to be
haunted by a benevolent ghost that whispers arcane secrets sometimes. Great,
he thinks. Maybe he and Kerapatis can have a conversation…

They bed down for the night in their respective rooms and sleep well enough,
until something shaking the beds awakens them all abruptly. And it’s not a
mischievous poltergeist. And it’s not a quirky cantrip and it’s not localized to
just the Silver Serpent Inn – it’s impacting ALL of Neverwinter!

They rush to the windows and peer out into the predawn gloom and see that
far to the north the peak of Mt. Hotenow is red with frothing lava, the very
volcano that gives Neverwinter its perpetually warm river.

Chaos has filled the streets of Neverwinter.
Bells are tolling and shrieks fill the air and they hear wood crunching and
stone splintering. The quake finally subsides but the PCs can see in the dim
morning light that a wide swatch of fires have begun burning in the residential
district to the east. Their immediate location is intact with fairly minor
damage, but the same is not true for all of Neverwinter. One part of the city in
particular seems violently hit, and they immediately rush out the front doors to
help.
Smoke and fires are raging across part of the city and hundreds of citizens are
flocking toward the diving wall near Neverdead Cemetery to help quell the
flames. [Note- I’d never want to name a cemetery Neverdead – seems like a bad
idea]

The City Watch is keeping a lot of people at bay at the gate to prevent any
further injuries, but the PCs make it clear that they are here to HELP the
injured and dying, so the guard ushers them through and they see the full
extent of the damage that has befallen the Residential Quarter.

A gaping chasm one hundred feet across has splintered the southern part of
the city. Buildings and streets have tumbled into the rift and smoke rages from
peripheral structures. The underground sewer system of Neverwinter, a
labyrinthine and highly advanced network of hot and cold water pipes has been
sundered as well, so gouts of steaming liquid and waste jet from broken tubes
and troughs, splattering into the dark chasm below.

Elgweth, Cora, Carp and Thorin immediately begin helping the City Watch and
other citizens to rescue the injured. Dozens of homes linger precariously on the
lip of the chasm, falling further in the moorings continue to crumble.
Stretchers and gurneys carry the wounded and dying from the scene, and
Thorin sees dozens of robed priests from different denominations assisting the
injured.

Calling upon the priestly powers of Torm, he beings magically healing everyone
he can, saving many lives in the process.
Cora and Carp the halflings help who they can as well, dragging children and
elderly who were trapped in the rubble when their houses collapsed into the
rift.
Elgweth sends his bat familiar fluttering into the more inaccessible buildings,
ones that are teetering on the brink of destructing and tiles and bricks are
disintegrating into the abyss. The familiar finds a few people trapped high up,
and casting Fly on himself, the elf soars into the air and enters a shattered
window, grabbing a terrified human female child and bringing her down to the
ground.
She’s just run off to the waiting arms of some adults when Elgweth spots
something odd – THREE HUGE BATS fly down from the dawn twilight gloom
and THWIFFT! WHIFFT! WHIFFT! they plunge into the chasm one after the
other. They were quite a bit larger than his familiar, with maybe a six foot
wingspan, and they weren’t cloakers like they killed in Phandelver and sold to
the merchant here in Neverwinter. These were definitely bats.

The elf cannot contain his curiosity any longer. Seconds later he is flying down
into the chasm, trying to avoiding spewing arcs of water from ruptured pipes

and clouds of choking gas. He wants to know how deep it is but the rift
extends further than he can see.
But then he sees something even stranger.

The rift has torn in half a subterranean tunnel or room, something that was
never meant to see light of day. Tattered chunks of debris still crumble from
the edges into the darkness below. Elgweth floats to the entrance and peers in,
not liking what he sees.

It is a dark temple, the arcane sigils and runes inscribed on the floor and
columns foreshadowing unsavory rituals. Part of the chamber has been ripped
away in the earthquake so that forty feet down from the lip of the chasm the
temple has been laid bare, no longer completely hidden beneath the feet of
oblivious citizens. But getting to it isn’t easy; one must fly down as Elgweth
did or scale the crumbling precipice.

It is dawn now, weak sunlight slanting through the morning clouds. Elgweth
floats back up before he’s spotted and somehow blamed for this. The areas
where roads enter the Chasm have been roped off, but there’s not enough City
Watch to cover them all. Instead, hired mercenaries stand guard with sultry
gazes, palms to their weapons, and brusquely push back anyone who wanders
too near the Rift…

And that’s where we stopped until next time.

